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5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have pr es ent ed t he NPen++ system, a neural recognizer for writer
dependent and writer independent on-line cursive handwriting recognition. This
systemcombines arobust input representation, whichpreserves the dynamicwriting
information, with a neural network integrating recognition and segmentation in a
ramework. This architecture has been shown to be well suited for handling
provided by this kind of input.
erent tasks withvocabulary sizes ranging from400






















Figure 3: (a) Dierent writing styles in the database: cursive (top), hand-printed
(middle) and a mixture of both (bottom) (b) Recognition results with respect to
the vocabulary size
For the writer dependent evaluation, the systemwas trainedon2,000patterns from
vocabulary, written by a single writer, and tested on a disjunct set
ame writer. In the writer dependent case, the training set
,000wordvocabulary, writtenbyapproximately

















t d )  logp(qt )+logp(qt jqt 1 ; wi ): (2)
Here, the maximumis over all possible sequences of states qT0 = q0 : : : qT givena
wordmodel, p(qt jx
t+d
t d ) refers tothe output of the states layer as denedin(1) and



















































Figure 2: The Multi-State TDNNarchitecture, consisting of a 3-layer TDNNto
estimate the aposteriori probabilities of the character states combinedwithword
mthe wordmodels byaViterbi approximation
inspace but global intime. Thatmeans, eachpoint of the trajectoryis visible from
eachother point of the trajectoryinasmall neighbourhood. Byusingthese context





















































Figure 1: Feature extractionfor the normalizedword\able". The nal input rep-
resentation is derivedbycalculatinga15-dimensional feature vector for eachdata
itmap(a) andinformationabout the curvature
1 I NTRODUCTI ON
Several preprocessing and recognition approaches for on-line handwriting recog-
nitionhave beendevelopedduring the past years. The mainadvantage of on-line
optical character recognition(OCR) is the
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